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In this day and age many professional Rugby athletes are leaving our shores. This is 

evident with the departure of key established players seeking prolific opportunities 

abroad. Due to this fact there has been a significant increase in the number of 

younger players entering the fray and playing first class rugby physically under 

developed.  
 

As such the physical development and enhancement of younger athletes is becoming 

increasingly important, especially at both school and academy levels. Elite academy 

members that are expected to play professional rugby next year will need to become 

significantly more robust to tolerate the physical and mental demands of the game. 
 

The Super 14 preseason commences in December and is approximately one month 

in duration. This very short time frame therefore makes October and November 

crucial in terms of strength and conditioning.  

 

The principal objective of this programme is to develop  

• Upper body lean muscle mass  

• Acceleration / Speed 

• Total body co-ordinated strength.  

At the completion of Representative commitments selected players will have two-

weeks of down time before commencing the following; 

 

Week1: Introduction to speed and weights  

 
Mon  Weds  Fri  

Upper  Speed + Lower Upper  

 

Week2: Increase intensity-connect to programme  

 
Mon Tues Weds Friday Sat 

Upper Speed + 

Lower 

Upper Speed + 

Lower 

Upper 

 

Week3: Intensification continues  

 
Mon Tues Weds Friday Sat 

Upper Speed + 

Lower 

Upper Speed + 

Lower 

Upper 

 

Week4: Break records from week 3  

 
Mon Tues Weds Friday Sat 

Upper Speed + 

Lower 

Upper Speed + 

Lower 

Upper 

 

Week5: Off (10 days)  

 

Week6: Pre season begins  
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Concepts considered when designing this programme 

 

• Speed consists of two things  

-Stride rate/frequency  

-Stride length  
 

• Faster running speeds are achieved with greater ground forces in relation to 

mass. The more force you put into the ground the more ground you cover. 

Covering more ground with each stride in turn increase stride length. 
 

• Force can be manipulated by increasing acceleration, mass or both  
 

• Stronger and bigger but slower? This commonly happens when the trainer 

doesn’t know what he is doing. “It’s just a matter of getting as strong as you 

can at a given bodyweight while maintaining or improving the efficiently of 

sprinting movement it self “ (Baggett, 2007) 
 

• To maximally stimulate muscle growth you need to create as much fatigue 

and damage as possible. To be stimulated, a muscle fibre must be recruited 

and fatigued (Zatsiorsky, 1996). Athletes will be encouraged to go to failure 

on most upper body exercises during the final sets.  
 

• Most damage occurs in the 8-12 rep range (or set lasting 30-60 seconds). The 

optimal training frequency per muscle group is 2-3 sessions every five to 

seven days (Thibaudeau, 2008) 
 

• Chains are used to accommodate resistance -To develop maximal tension 

throughout the complete range of motion rather than at a specific point 

(Zatsiorsky, 1996). 
 

• The upper body strength programme is derived from Russia. In the 80`s a 

similar programme was used to make scrawny street kids super human, 

feeding them only potatoes and soy protein from animal feed (Pavel, 2005). 

This two-day split programme is alternated and completed times 3 per week. 

If you look closely both work out are made up of identical exercises reps and 

sets. Sergey Zaytsev Russia’s former bodybuilding and power lifting champion 

explains, “You can lift more weight in a given exercise in the beginning, rather 

than the middle or end of your workout. However if you have already 

conquered that weight fresh in the past and have no psychological barriers 

about it, you should be able to work your self up and make the numbers late 

in the workout”.  
 

• Nutrition and Supplementation are vital for the success of every programme, 

however these are not covered in this article.  
 

• There is a difference between ‘Over Training’ and ‘Over Reaching’ 
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Monday (Speed and Lower) 

 

Warm up 

Ladder forward Series   5min 

Mobility     5min 

Hurdles into accelerations   5min 

(Mobility)     

 

Plyometric  

(Pick 1 exercise x 2-3) 

o Bounding x 30m 

o Power Skip x 30m 

Acceleration  

5-10 x 10m From 3 point position  

Prowler sprint (10m) and release sprint (15m) x 2 (1x L & R) 

Prowler sprint (20m) with contrast sprint from chest (20m) x 2  

 

Throws only (med ball 5-10kg) 

3x3 explosive Horizontal press 

3x3 explosive Vertical Camber  

3x3 explosive Reverse Camber 

Gym  

 

Exercise  Warm up Sets Reps 

Chain Box Squat 

  

 W1: 5x5reps                                                (Step loading)  

W2: Work up to heavy set of 5reps        (Step loading) 

W3: Work up to heavy set of 3reps        (Step loading) 

W4: 3(5,3,1)                                                (Wave loading) 

Glute hams  1x5 3-4 

 

5 

 

 

Tuesday (Upper Body A) 

 

Warm up  

Snatch Balance/Snatch from blocks 10mins (Light, Fast, Technique)  

 

 Warm up Sets Reps 

Wide Grip pull-ups - 4 Max 

Bent over row 1x12 4 8 

Military press  1x12 4 8 

Chain Bench Press 1x12 4 8 

D/B Circuit  

Lateral raise  

Incline Reverse fly 

Incline D/B curl 

  

3-4 

3-4 

3-4 

 

10 

10 

10  
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Wednesday (Speed and Lower) 

 

Warm up 

Ladder forward Series   5min 

Mobility     5min 

Hurdles into accelerations   5min 

(Mobility)    

 

Acceleration/Power Circuit format x 3  

1x –MB squat + Chest throw + *Accel 10m 

1x –MB caber toss from knees –drop to push up position -*Accel out 10m  

1x –MB squat + Chest throw + Accel +Reverse throw + *Accel (this takes practise) 

*Touch MB before the 2
nd

 bounce.  

 

Alactate Complex x 5  

Medium –Low Hurdle Jumps x 5  

Acceleration over 40-50m  

(Perform hurdle jumps, rest < 60sec, complete a form orientated acceleration, 

working up to 80-90%, coach may want to give technical advice)  

 

Max velocity  

In & Outs – Build up 20m- Max 20m- Easy for 10m- Hard for 20 x 2-3  

 

Gym 

 

Exercise  Warm up Sets Reps 

Deadlift variation 

  

 W1: 5x5reps                                                (Step loading)  

W2: Work up to heavy set of 5reps        (Step loading) 

W3: Work up to heavy set of 3reps        (Step loading) 

W4: 3(5,3,1)                                                (Wave loading)) 

Single Leg Squat 1x8  3 

 

8 

 

Thursday (B) 

 

Warm up  

Sots press /Clean technique from blocks 10mins (Light, Fast, Technique) 

 

 

 Warm up Sets Reps 

Chain Bench Press 1x12 4 8 

 D/B Circuit  

Lateral raise  

Incline Reverse fly 

Incline D/B curl 

  

3-4 

3-4 

3-4 

 

10 

10 

10 

Wide Grip pull-ups  4 Max  

Bent over row  1x12 4 8 

Military Press  1x12 4 8 
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Saturday 

Repeat Tuesday (B) workout. Week 2 -alternate workouts so ‘A’ is repeated x 2 and 

so forth. 
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